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validation training
Validation Training: not just an FDA

requirement, it pays big dividends

Validation: the training challenge
Training your staff for today’s validation
requirements is a big challenge. Sure, there
are plenty of very expensive seminars
available. You can attend most
pharmaceutical trade or professional
organizations and hear someone talk about
validation. After all, it has been a legal
requirement since 1979.

Frankly, most of these resources share the
same shortcoming: they are long on theory,
and short on practice. At Gavin
Pharmaceutical Services (GPS), we
believe in sound validation theory, and we
teach it better than anyone. However, we
find that unless actual practice (genuine
how-to-do-it practice) is a dominant part
of the teaching curricula, the average
student emerges scratching his head, not
at all sure how to get something done. Our
training benefits your staff by teaching
practical validation how-to skills.

Quality
We always stress quality. Always. We
continue to find a real gap in the quality
of validation work these days. We do our
best to reverse the trend.

Training Module Topics
The following is a representative sampling
of the training modules we have
developed. Most modules last from 45-
90 minutes, depending on time available
and desired depth. Naturally, we will be
glad to customize a program that best fits
your needs.

TRAINING MODULE TOPICS
1. Principles of cGMP:
   The fundamentals from a validation
    perspective
2. Validation for Compliance:
   GMP Principles of Validation
3. Validation Fundamentals:
    A Primer for Validation Practice
4. Validation Testing
5. Validation Failure
6. Instrument Calibration:
    How to Review an Established Plan
7. ASME: Code Vessels
8. Cleaning Validation Training
9. Flow Programming
    in Pharmaceutical Plant Design
10. PID Control:
      Fundamental Concepts

11. Validation Test Instruments:
      A practical workshop
12. Pharmaceutical Compendia:
      An Introduction to the USP/NF

Training Courses
The following training courses are one
half day to one day courses. They are
designed as practical introductions.

TRAINING COURSES
1. Computer Validation Introduction
    for Computer Service Technicians
2. Computer Validation Introduction
     for Controls Integrators (Parts 11,
211)
3. Pharmaceutical Engineering
    Survival Course
4. Writing SOP’s for Compliance

Get a Free Training Proposal
Find out how we can train your staff for
maximum effectiveness. We will evaluate
your validation training needs, and
develop an estimate of training costs. If
you are interesting in a complete custom
training program please call for details.

Act Today
For effective cleaning validation, call
today. Put our experience to work for you!

           1-800-700-5147

At a Glance
Service: Validation Training
Compliance: 21CFR Part 211
Capability:  Full Capability
Best at: Classroom, Workstation
Project Scope: Full or Partial
Contact: Blair Conley
Sales:        1-800-700-5147
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Formal Classroom and Workstation Training


